Finding the Saleh Aesthetic Clinic
From M60 East (Leeds & the north east)
Proceed on the M60 towards Manchester Airport.
The junction numbers increase to Jct 27, then start again
at Jct 1. You want Jct 3, the A34 exit to Cheadle/
Wilmslow.
At Jct 3, take the slip road and merge onto the
A34/Kingsway, keeping left.
Continue for 200 yards on the A34 to the crossroads
with the A560. Turn left at the lights onto the A560
towards Cheadle.
Continue for half a mile, passing through one set of
lights onto Cheadle High Street. Look for the slight left,
opposite the George & Dragon pub, onto the A5154
(B5095), Manchester Road.
The clinic entrance is almost immediately on your right
as you turn through the lights. It can be difficult to get
across the traffic queuing for the lights on the other side
of the road, but persevere, as cars will let you across and
into the driveway.
Alternatively, you could continue along the B5095 and
do a U-turn to come back to the lights when traffic
permits. This would put the clinic on your left and the
entrance to the driveway will be easier.

From M60 West (Liverpool & north west)

From M6 south (Birmingham & south west)

Proceed on the M60 east, towards Manchester
Airport.
The junction numbers decrease as you go along the
M60. You want Jct 3, signposted Didsbury. At Jct 3,
you will join the A34 dual carriageway.
Proceed for 0.5 miles until you reach the traffic lights
where a large footbridge crosses the road. At this
set of lights, turn right.
Proceed to the end of the road where it meets a
major set of traffic lights. The clinic is situated on the
left-hand side, just before these lights.

Follow the M6 north to Jct 19. At the Jct 19
roundabout, take the 3rd exit onto the A556 heading to
Manchester/M56 and Manchester Airport.
Follow the A556 for approximately 4.3 miles to the
major roundabout junction with the M56.
At the roundabout, take the 3rd exit and stay on the
A556 heading to Manchester. In half a mile, take the
ramp onto M56.
Stay on the M56 for just over 8 miles until it merges
onto the M60.
From here, follow the instructions given from the M60
West (Liverpool & north west), above.

From Altrincham
Take the A560 east directly to Cheadle. As you enter
Cheadle, you will see a set of traffic lights ahead.You
need to turn right at these lights on to the B5095. A
filter lane is provided for traffic turning right.
Be aware that the clinic entrance is almost
immediately on your right as turn through the lights.
It can be difficult to get across the traffic queuing for
the lights on the other side of the road, but
persevere, as cars will let you across and into the
driveway.
Alternatively, you could continue along the B5095 and
do a U-turn to come back to the lights when traffic
permits. This would put the clinic on your left and the
entrance to the driveway will be easier.

From Sheffield
The best route is via the A57, Woodhead Pass road.
Follow the A57 from Sheffield to its junction with the
M67 in Hyde.
Head along the M67 towards Manchester until it
reaches the junction with the M60.
Take up a position in the left-hand lane as you approach
the M60 junction.
Filter left down the slip road onto the M60 west,
clockwise, towards Stockport and Manchester Airport.
Follow the directions given from the M60 East (Leeds
& north east), above.

See overleaf for maps and parking
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